ASR-based pronunciation training: Scoring accuracy and pedagogical effectiveness of a system for Dutch L2 learners
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Abstract

A system for providing Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training for Dutch was developed, Dutch-CAPT, which appeared to be effective in improving pronunciation quality of L2 learners of Dutch. In this paper we describe the architecture of the system paying particular attention to the rationale behind this system, to the performance of the error detection algorithm and its relationship to the pedagogical effectiveness of the corrective feedback provided. Index Terms: Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT), corrective feedback, pronunciation error detection, Goodness Of Pronunciation (GOP)

1. Introduction

In [1] we reported on a study aimed at determining the pedagogical effectiveness of a specific application of Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT) that we had developed for Dutch, Dutch-CAPT. This system provides corrective feedback on a selected number of speech sounds that have appeared to be problematic for learners of Dutch from a variety of L1 backgrounds [2; 3]. The results in [1] showed that for the experimental group that had been using the CAPT system for four weeks, the reduction in the pronunciation errors addressed in the training system was significantly larger than in the control group. Although these results are very promising and open up new avenues for pronunciation training in Dutch L2, it is to be expected that the algorithm for pronunciation error detection employed in this system was not foolproof, but now and then made mistakes, as is usually the case with such algorithms [4]. It is therefore interesting to find out how accurate the algorithm was in detecting mistakes because this can provide insight into the relationship between accuracy in error detection and effectiveness of a system and it can increase our understanding of the possibilities of CAPT and the potential to employ this technology in L2 learning. In this paper we first describe the architecture of the system and provide details on the decisions underlying the specific approach adopted in building this system (section 2). Subsequently, in section 3 we pay attention to the implementation of the error detection algorithm, in section 4 to its performance and in section 5 to the effectiveness of Dutch-CAPT. In section 6 we discuss the results and in section 7 we present some conclusions.

2. Functional description of Dutch-CAPT

Dutch-CAPT is a computer program developed at the Radboud University in Nijmegen that provides feedback on Dutch pronunciation. For the content, we built on Nieuwe Buren (New Neighbours), a comprehensive CALL program used by schools for Dutch L2 in the Netherlands and designed specifically for literate adult L2 learners with different L1s. The Dutch-CAPT system is comprised of two main parts, a client and a server. The user interface (UI), which includes the didactic content of the system, is on the client side of the system. The server contains the technology that analyses the students’ utterances, including the ASR module. The two parts communicate through two sockets, one to exchange commands, the other to exchange speech data (Figure 1).

2.1. The client

The client contains the UI and the didactic content of Dutch-CAPT. An English and a Dutch version of the UI are available. When the client is started, the user is prompted to enter a personal four-digit ID, to indicate his/her gender and whether s/he prefers to use the English or the Dutch version of the instructions. The ID is needed to keep logs of the students’ activities and the gender has to be specified because the server makes use of different parameter settings for the acoustic analyses of male and female speakers.

The navigation through the exercises is constrained and sequential and requires users to complete an exercise before proceeding to the following one. This ensured that the subjects received the same amount of training, as the system was built for research purposes. The constrained navigation can nevertheless be overruled by the experimenter. The didactic content consists of 106 exercises grouped into four units each containing a video providing typical communicative situations (buying groceries, going to the cinema etc.) with words and expressions to be practised orally in that unit and different exercises with which users can practise pronunciation. They include:

• 22 exercises in the form of dialogues. These exercises simulate parts of the dialogues presented in the videos. The user has to choose one role and to pronounce the character’s lines in a flow, as if actually speaking with the other character.

• 46 exercises consisting of questions that are either written out or are only available in audio-format.

• 38 exercises consisting of individual words that have to be pronounced on the basis of the model utterances recorded by male and female native speakers. These exercises include several minimal pairs.

2.2. The server

The server contains the technology that performs the analyses on the users’ utterances and is able to handle multiple simultaneous client processes, for which it creates separate IDs. A log file is maintained in the server, which contains a list of important tasks happening both in the client(s) and in the server. These tasks are provided with
If the user does not succeed in pronouncing a target utterance correctly over three successive attempts, a message indicating that there are still some problems is shown and the student is allowed to move to the following exercise.

**Figure 2** Screenshot taken after the female user has received negative feedback

### 3. Error detection in Dutch-CAPT

In accordance with the practice in Dutch L2 courses, which contain heterogeneous groups with respect to mother tongue, Dutch-CAPT had to address pronunciation errors that can be made by any learner, regardless of his/her L1. In addition, the rationale behind this system was that it did not have to address all pronunciation errors, but only a selection of relevant ones. To decide which errors should be addressed by Dutch-CAPT we adopted the following five criteria:

1. **Common across speakers of various L1s**
2. **Perceptually salient**
3. **Potentially hampering to communication.**
4. **Frequent**
5. **Persistent**

The first criterion is obvious given the Dutch context. The second criterion is in line with current pronunciation training approaches that tend to focus on realizations that are perceived as clearly erroneous by human listeners. Along the same lines, deviant realizations that Dutch listeners are familiar with because they are found in certain well-known non-standard Dutch varieties ought not to be prioritized, whereas attention should be concentrated on perceptually salient deviations that are likely to hamper communication. Furthermore, to improve communication it is important to address frequent errors (criterion 4) and errors that appear to persist over time (criterion 5). To obtain a detailed inventory of segmental errors in non-native Dutch speech, we analyzed three different databases of Dutch non-native speech produced by a total of 116 learners with different mother tongues and proficiency levels, made annotations of perceptually salient errors, carefully studied these annotations and selected a number of errors that, according to the predetermined criteria, should be addressed in Dutch-CAPT. These analyses led to the selection of the following 11 Dutch phonemes: /s/ /ʃ/ /h/ /əs/ /ə/ /æ/ /ɛ/ /æe/ /ʊ/ /ɜ/ /ʌ/.
The ASR module was implemented in HTK and made use of 37 context-independent, monophone Hidden Markov Models (HMM). These HMMs were gender-dependent and were trained on read, native speech from the library of the blind and the broadcast news of the Spoken Dutch Corpus [5]. The phone set included a general speech model to account for unintelligible speech as well as a silence and a short pause model. Except for the short pause model, each HMM had three states and 32 Gaussian mixtures per state. The single state of the short pause model was tied to the central state of the silence model. Optimal Word Insertion penalty (WIP) and Language Model factor (LMF) values were determined using a development test set. The acoustic pre-processing implemented in the current version of Dutch-CAPT includes channel normalization, to account for the effect of using different microphones.

The error-detection algorithm was implemented by means of confidence measures (CMs) according to the method proposed in [6; 7]. Each utterance was subjected to a free phone and forced recognition using the HMMs described above. A so-called Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) score was subsequently derived at phone level for the 11 Dutch phonemes selected. The GOP score for each phoneme corresponds to the ratio between the log-likelihood scores of its forced recognition and free phone recognition, normalized at the frame level. The lower the GOP score, the better the phoneme quality: If the GOP score of a specific phone falls below a certain threshold, it is accepted as a correct instance of the phone and vice versa. As in [6] thresholds per phone were obtained by using native speech material in which errors had been artificially introduced. In our approach we introduced errors according to patterns of substitutions deletions and insertions that we had observed in non-native speech [2; 3].

Target phones could be classified as:

- Correct Accept (CA) - A correct instance of a target phone is classified as correct by the CMs;
- False Reject (FR) - A correct instance of a target phone is classified as incorrect by the CMs;
- Correct Reject (CR) - An incorrect instance of a target phone is classified as incorrect by the CMs;
- False Accept (FA) - An incorrect instance of a target phone is classified as correct by the CMs.

The optimisation criterion used here consisted in maximising scoring accuracy, established by the following formula:

\[
\text{Scoring Accuracy} = 100 \times \frac{\text{Correct Acceptances} + \text{Correct Rejections}}{\text{Total number of target phonemes}}
\]

for a FR rate below 10%. This criterion was motivated by the fact that the users of the system were beginners. For these users, avoiding erroneously rejecting correct sounds was considered more important than erroneously accepting incorrect ones.

4. Scoring accuracy in Dutch-CAPT

The scoring accuracy of the algorithm was measured for a total of 2174 phones deriving from 437 utterances produced by the 15 Dutch immigrants who used Dutch-CAPT. These utterances were selected semi-randomly: For each participant, a maximum of 30 utterances was selected which contained at least one error as detected by the GOP algorithm. A Dutch expert annotator carried out auditory analyses based on the system’s output. She was asked to indicate if she disagreed with the algorithm by indicating whether the errors identified were actually correct realizations (FR) and whether phonemes that had been seriously mispronounced had not been identified by the algorithm (FA). The tagged orthographic transcription was used as a starting point in order to make the task more efficient. The results indicate a mean scoring accuracy of 86% (SD = 4%). The results per subjects are in Table 1. As can be seen from this table, the percentage of FR stays below 10%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>N phones</th>
<th>N target phones</th>
<th>SA (%)</th>
<th>FR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7519</td>
<td>2174</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Effectiveness of Dutch-CAPT

For the sake of completeness, we show here the results concerning the effectiveness of the feedback provided by Dutch-CAPT in improving problematic pronunciation errors that are reported on in [1; 10].

![Figure 3. Mean error percentages (and SEMs) for errors on the targeted and untargeted phonemes.](image-url)
these phonemes are, indeed, particularly problematic. In addition, it is clear that the group receiving feedback on these errors (EXP) made a significantly larger improvement on the targeted phonemes than the control group who used the same system but received no automatic feedback (NiBu), whereas no statistically significant difference was found for the phonemes for which no feedback was provided. This suggests that the automatic feedback provided in Dutch-CAPT was effective in improving the quality of the targeted phonemes.

6. Discussion

The data on the performance of the algorithm used for error detection in Dutch-CAPT that are presented in section 4 reveal that the scoring accuracy was relatively good and comparable to results obtained previously [7]. However, it is clear that scoring accuracy was not hundred percent. Nevertheless, training with Dutch-CAPT managed to significantly improve the pronunciation of notoriously problematic sounds, as shown in section 5, even for speakers of languages that are typologically distant from Dutch such as Arabic and Turkish, who are known to have problems learning Dutch pronunciation [10]. Similar results were obtained by [11].

There are a number of considerations underlying Dutch-CAPT that are worth examining when trying to understand why Dutch-CAPT was successful even though the performance of the algorithm was not perfect. First of all, the decision to provide feedback only on a limited number of well-selected problematic sounds. Second, the decision to limit the feedback to a maximum of three errors per utterance so as to avoid overwhelming the learners with too much information on many different mistakes. Third, the simple and straightforward feedback provided. Research on the effectiveness of feedback in L2 teaching has revealed that straightforward feedback provided. Research on the effectiveness of feedback in L2 teaching has revealed that straightforward feedback provided.

The type of corrective feedback provided in Dutch-CAPT comes very close to what is considered to be optimal corrective feedback “clear enough to be perceived as such” and allowing for self-repair and modified output [12]. A final point that probably deserves attention is the decision made in Dutch-CAPT with respect to the balance between FAs and FRs. As is well known, there is a trade-off between FAs and FRs. In Dutch-CAPT we decided to minimize FRs and tolerate FAs on the grounds that for beginner learners erroneously rejecting correct sounds would be more detrimental than erroneously accepting incorrect ones. As a matter of fact, beginners are likely to produce many errors and, accordingly, to receive a considerable amount of negative feedback. To avoid the risk of frustrating the students by rejecting correct utterances too [8; 9] it seemed wiser to tune the error detection algorithm so that the chance of false rejects would be as low as possible. In other words, in Dutch-CAPT only patently wrong sounds were (correctly) rejected, while a number of incorrect sounds were accepted as correct. This might have had a positive effect by enabling the learners to concentrate only on the most serious errors and to gain self-confidence [8].

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have described Dutch-CAPT, a system for providing automatic corrective feedback on pronunciation errors in Dutch, focusing particularly on error detection, scoring accuracy and feedback effectiveness. We have seen that a system that does not achieve 100% accuracy in error detection can still be effective in improving pronunciation errors, provided that the right decisions are made with respect to the implementation of corrective feedback.
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